Available in JULY 2004!

"For those of us committed to democracy, public education, and rich conversations about racial justice — this is a must read and must see."
—Wendy Puriefoy, President, Public Education Network

“This book and DVD move us forward in imagining possibility toward a decent life and justice for the child.”
—Maxine Greene, William F. Russell Professor Emerita, Teachers College, Columbia University

"Echoes accomplishes the impossible by combining agitation, commemoration, research, spirituality, and joy!"
—William Cross, Jr. author of Shades of Black

Echoes of Brown:
Youth Documenting and Performing the Legacy of Brown v. Board of Education
Michelle Fine, Rosemarie A. Roberts, Maria Elena Torre
and Janice Bloom, April Burns, Lori Chajet, Monique Guishard & Yasser Payne

This multi-media resource is indispensable for students, teachers, policy makers, activists, and anyone interested in exploring the history and contemporary landscape of the Brown legacy. The beautiful 4-color book features selected excerpts in text and photos from Echoes, a spoken word and dance performance by a diverse ensemble of youth from suburban and urban schools as well as highlights and startling statistics from Documenting the History of Brown a youth research project about racial and class (in)justice in U.S. schools. Along with the accompanying DVD, Echoes of Brown creates a series of unforgettable echoes on America’s long history of yearning, betrayal, victory, and relentless desire among young and old for educational justice.

Accompanying DVD includes:

- Complete 55 minute video of Echoes in which youth speak back to the victories and continuing struggles for justice and democracy in public schools
- Rich video interviews with "elders” who lived through the Brown decision including: Arthur Kinoy (1921-2003) • Sonia Sanchez • Judge Jack Weinstein • Roscoe Brown • Esther Lee • Thea and Bailey Jackson • Adam Green.
- Documenting the History of Brown: a detailed presentation of the results of over 9000 surveys with youth about racial and class (in)justice in U.S. schools
- Participatory Action Research with Youth: commentary and guidance by researchers
- And much more!

Available July 2004/Hardcover 96 pp. with full length DVD, $ 24.95/0-8077-4497-2

Order now for delivery when available in July 2004.
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